Non-equilibrium capillary electrophoresis of equilibrium mixtures--appreciation of kinetics in capillary electrophoresis.
We describe a new electrophoretic method (patent pending), Non-Equilibrium Capillary Electrophoresis of Equilibrium Mixtures (NECEEM), and demonstrate its application to the study of protein-DNA interactions. A single NECEEM experiment allows for the determination of equilibrium and kinetic parameters of protein-DNA complex formation. The equilibrium mixture is prepared by mixing protein and DNA; it contains three components: free protein, free DNA, and the protein-DNA complex. A small plug of such a mixture is injected onto a capillary and the three components are separated under non-equilibrium conditions using a run buffer that does not contain the components of the equilibrium mixture. The protein-DNA complex decays during the NECEEM separation; the resulting electropherograms contain characteristic peaks and exponential curves. A simple analysis of a single electropherogram reveals two parameters: the equilibrium dissociation constant of the protein-DNA complex and the monomolecular rate constant of complex decay. The bimolecular rate constant of complex formation can then be calculated as the ratio of the two experimentally-determined constants. NECEEM was applied to find the equilibrium and kinetic parameters of interaction between an E. coli single-stranded DNA binding protein and a fluorescently-labeled oligonucleotide. The constants determined by NECEEM are in good agreement with those obtained by other methods. The new method is simple, fast, and accurate. It can be equally applied to other non-covalent molecular complexes.